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Abstract: This paper discusses the influence of clothing display design on consumers' purchasing behavior. The results show that good display design can effectively attract consumers' attention, stimulate the desire to buy, and promote sales. Through reasonable spatial layout, color collocation, style arrangement and lighting design, an attractive shopping environment can be created, so that consumers can have a positive emotional response in the process of browsing, so as to make purchase decisions. In addition, personalized and thematic display methods can also meet consumers' needs for uniqueness and differentiation. Therefore, clothing brands should pay attention to the role of display design in sales, and improve consumers' shopping experience and brand loyalty through continuous optimization of display schemes.
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1. Introduction

In today's competitive clothing market, how to attract and guide consumers has become the focus of major brands. Clothing display design, as an important link of brand image and product sales, is increasingly valued by the industry. Excellent display design can not only beautify the shopping environment, but also trigger the emotional resonance of consumers through the visual impact, so as to subtly influence their purchasing behavior. This paper will deeply explore how the various elements of clothing display design act on consumer psychology, and how these psychological factors are translated into actual purchasing actions. The process of designing targeted display for the clothing industry is a complex one that involves a deep understanding of consumer behavior, market trends, and brand identity. By revealing the internal logic of this process, this paper aims to provide valuable insights and suggestions that can help clothing brands create more effective and impactful displays. Firstly, it is essential to understand the target audience and their preferences. This involves conducting market research to identify the demographics, psychographics, and buying behavior of potential customers. Based on this information, designers can create displays that resonate with the target audience and encourage them to make a purchase. Secondly, it is crucial to stay up-to-date with the latest market trends and incorporate them into the display design. This can include using innovative materials, incorporating interactive elements, or creating immersive experiences that engage customers and differentiate the brand from competitors. Thirdly, the display design should reflect the brand's identity and values. This means using consistent colors, fonts, and imagery across all displays, as well as incorporating elements that communicate the brand's unique selling proposition and mission statement. Fourthly, it is important to consider the layout and organization of the display. This includes arranging products in a way that is visually appealing and easy to navigate, as well as using signage and other communication tools to guide customers through the display and highlight key products or promotions. Finally, it is essential to regularly evaluate and refine the display design based on customer feedback and sales data. This can involve making changes to the layout, product selection, or messaging to improve performance and ensure that the display remains relevant and engaging over time.

2. Overview of the Clothing Display Design

Clothing display design is an art and science that focuses on how to show clothing goods to consumers in the best way. It is not just a simple placement and arrangement, but involves the comprehensive consideration of space utilization, color science, psychology and market strategy.

Firstly, the display design focuses on how to make reasonable use of the limited store space to ensure that each item can get the appropriate exposure. This requires a careful design of the spatial layout, so that customers can easily find the goods they need while browsing, and can also be attracted to other related products[1].

Secondly, color plays a vital role in the display design. Different colors can trigger people's different emotional reactions, thus affecting their purchasing decisions. Therefore, the display division needs to be proficient in the color science, and can skillfully use the color contrast and collocation, to create a display effect in line with the brand's identity and seasonal atmosphere.

In addition, the display design also needs to take into account the characteristics of the commodity itself and the needs of the target consumer groups. Different goods have different ways of display, and consumers' age, gender, cultural background and other factors will also affect their acceptance of the goods. Therefore, the display design needs to have a certain market sensitivity and consumer insight, to be able to accurately grasp the market dynamics and consumer psychology[2].

To sum up, clothing display design is a highly comprehensive discipline, which requires display masters to have rich professional knowledge and practical experience, and can flexibly use various design means according to different needs and scenes, to create a display effect to attract consumers' attention. In essence, clothing display design is a
multifaceted. In essence, clothing display design is a multifaceted discipline that demands a high level of expertise and practical experience from display masters. These professionals must possess a wealth of knowledge in various fields, including fashion trends, consumer psychology, marketing strategies, and visual arts. They must also be adept at utilizing a wide range of design techniques and tools to create visually appealing and effective displays that can captivate the attention of potential customers.

One of the key aspects of clothing display design is understanding the target audience and their preferences. Display masters must be able to analyze market trends and consumer behavior to determine the most effective way to showcase their products. This may involve creating displays that are tailored to specific age groups, genders, or cultural backgrounds, or incorporating elements that resonate with particular lifestyles or interests.

Another important consideration in clothing display design is the use of space and layout. Display masters must be skilled at maximizing the available space while ensuring that the displays are easy to navigate and visually appealing. This may involve using creative lighting techniques, strategically placing mannequins or other display objects, and incorporating different levels or angles to create visual interest.

In addition to these technical skills, clothing display design also requires creativity and an eye for detail. Display masters must be able to think outside the box and come up with innovative ideas that can help their clients stand out in a crowded marketplace. This may involve incorporating unexpected materials or textures, using bold colors or patterns, or creating interactive displays that engage customers and encourage them to explore the merchandise.

To achieve these goals, display masters must be proficient in a variety of design software and tools, such as Adobe Creative Suite, SketchUp, and Rhino. They must also have a strong understanding of color theory, composition, and typography, as well as the ability to work collaboratively with clients and other members of the design team.

Furthermore, clothing display design is a constantly evolving field, with new trends and technologies emerging on a regular basis. Display masters must stay up-to-date with these developments and be willing to adapt their skills and techniques accordingly. This may involve attending industry events, participating in professional development programs, or seeking out mentorship opportunities with established designers.

In conclusion, clothing display design is a complex and challenging discipline that requires a unique combination of skills, knowledge, and creativity. By mastering the various aspects of this field, display masters can create visually stunning and effective displays that help their clients succeed in a competitive marketplace. Whether working in-store or online, these professionals play a crucial role in shaping the way consumers perceive and interact with fashion products, making them an essential part of the industry’s success.

3. Influence Factors of Clothing Display Design on Consumers' Purchasing Behavior

3.1. Spatial layout and consumer purchasing behavior

Spatial layout occupies a crucial position in clothing display design, which directly affects the purchasing behavior of consumers. A reasonable and attractive spatial layout can not only guide the attention of consumers, but also stimulate their desire to buy, so as to increase the sales volume of goods.

First of all, the spatial layout needs to take into account the overall planning of the store and the classification of goods. By reasonably dividing goods according to style, range or price, it is easier for consumers to find their target goods. At the same time, the transition and connection between different regions should also be natural and smooth to avoid the feeling of abrupt or confusion.

Next, spatial layout should pay attention to the planning of moving line. The moving line refers to the movement route of consumers in the store. By designing reasonable moving lines, consumers can be guided to browse more products, increasing their time to stay and purchase opportunities. For example, placing hot items in key locations on the moving line, or setting up landscapes or interactive devices to attract consumers' attention.

In addition, the spatial layout also needs to take into account the consumer's shopping experience. A comfortable, spacious shopping environment can make consumers more relaxed and happy, so that they are more willing to buy goods. Therefore, the layout should avoid overcrowding or depressed feeling, and maintain appropriate spatial distance and ventilation.

In conclusion, the influence of spatial arrangement on consumer In conclusion, the influence of spatial arrangement on consumer purchasing behavior is significant and should not be underestimated. A well-designed spatial layout can significantly enhance the shopping experience for consumers, encouraging them to explore more products and ultimately stimulating their desire to make a purchase. This is particularly important in the fashion industry, where the visual appeal of a store's layout can greatly impact a consumer's perception of a brand.

Clothing brands must therefore give due consideration to the role of spatial layout when designing their displays. They should strive to create a display space that not only meets the needs of their target consumers but also aligns with the brand image they wish to convey. This requires careful planning and meticulous design, taking into account factors such as the flow of traffic, the placement of products, and the use of lighting and color schemes.

By paying attention to these details, clothing brands can create a shopping environment that not only encourages consumers to browse but also inspires them to make a purchase. Ultimately, this can lead to increased sales and a stronger brand reputation, making it a worthwhile investment for any clothing brand looking to stay competitive in today's market.

3.2. Color Collocation and consumer purchase behavior

In clothing display design, color collocation is one of the important factors affecting consumers' purchasing behavior.
Color can quickly attract people's attention, stimulate emotional reactions, and guide consumers' shopping decisions. Therefore, a reasonable color collocation plays a vital role in improving the sales effect.

First of all, the color collocation should be consistent with the brand image. Different brands have their own unique brand tonality, and color is an important means to convey the brand concept and style. By choosing the color that fits with the brand, the brand image can be strengthened and consumers' awareness and loyalty to the brand can be improved. For example, high-end brands usually choose noble and elegant colors such as black, white or gold, while leisure brands are more inclined to choose bright and lively colors.

Next, colour collocation should consider season and tide trend. In different season and fashionable tide, consumer be fond of to colour also can change somewhat. Display designers need to pay attention to fashion trends, adjust color collocation according to seasons and trends, to meet the aesthetic needs of consumers. For example, in spring and summer, bright, fresh colors are more popular, while in fall and winter, dark and warm colors are more atmospheric.

In addition, colour collocation pays attention to contrast and reconcile even. Through the rational use of color contrast and harmony, we can create a sense of hierarchy, three-dimensional sense and visual impact force. Contrast color can highlight the highlight of the product and attract the attention of consumers; while similar color can create a harmonious atmosphere and make the whole display space more harmonious.

To sum up, color collocation plays an important role in the costume display design. By the rational use of color collocation techniques, display designers can create a shopping environment to attract consumers and stimulate their desire to buy. Therefore, clothing brands should pay attention to the role of color collocation in the display design, and constantly optimize the color collocation scheme to improve the sales effect and market competitiveness.

3.3. Style arrangement and consumer purchasing behavior

In the clothing display design, the style arrangement has a profound influence on consumers' purchasing behavior. A well-designed style arrangement can not only show the characteristics and advantages of clothing, but also guide the attention of consumers and stimulate their interest in buying.

Above all, design arrangement should pay attention to classification and administrative level feeling. Classification different styles, types or series of clothing in order and in a certain order can help consumers quickly find their target goods. At the same time, through the clever hierarchical design, it can highlight the key commodities and guide the attention of consumers.

Next, design arrangement should pay attention to rhythm and rhythm sense. Considering the differences and connections between clothing styles, a regular rhythm change is formed, which can make the whole display space more vivid and interesting. This sense of rhythm and rhythm can attract the attention of consumers, increase the time they stay in the store, thus improving the purchase opportunities.

In addition, design arrangement pays attention to collocation and integral effect even. Through reasonable collocation, different styles, colors or materials can be combined together to create new visual effects and fashion sense. This collocation can not only enhance the added value of clothing, but also stimulate the consumers' desire to buy. At the same time, the consideration of the overall effect is also crucial, to ensure the coordination and unity of the various styles, to create a comfortable and harmonious shopping environment.

To sum up, the style arrangement occupies an important position in the design of clothing display. A reasonable arrangement of styles can improve the shopping experience of consumers and guide them to pay attention to and buy goods. Therefore, clothing brands should, in the display design, pay attention to the strategy and skills of style arrangement, through careful planning and layout, to create a display space in line with consumer needs and aesthetic trends, so as to effectively promote sales growth[8].

3.4. Lighting design and consumer purchase behavior

Lighting design plays a vital role in the clothing display, which not only affects the presentation effect of goods, but also directly affects the purchase decision of consumers. Suitable lighting design can create a comfortable and attractive shopping environment and stimulate consumers' desire to buy.

First of all, the lighting design should ensure enough brightness, so that the goods can be clearly displayed in front of consumers. Too dark environment will make consumers have negative emotions, reduce the confidence and patience of shopping. Therefore, the appropriate lighting degree should be maintained in the store, so that consumers can clearly see the color, texture and details of the goods.

Next, illumination design should pay attention to the choice of color and collocation. Different light sources and colors will bring consumers different psychological feelings. For example, the lighting of warm tone can build warm, comfortable atmosphere, and the lighting of cool tone gives a person relaxed, energetic feeling. According to the positioning of the store and the characteristics of the goods, choosing the appropriate light source and color can better highlight the characteristics and style of the goods and improve the purchase intention of consumers.

In addition, illumination design pays attention to directional irradiation and local emphasis even. Through the reasonable layout of lighting Angle and intensity, the consumer's line of sight can be guided to a specific commodity, highlight the display. For some special commodities or new products, local emphasis can be used to attract the attention of consumers through concentrated lighting or local lighting.

To sum up, lighting design plays a vital role in clothing display. A suitable lighting design scheme can improve the display effect of goods, create a comfortable and attractive shopping environment, and stimulate consumers' desire to buy. Therefore, clothing brands should, in the display design, fully consider the influencing factors of lighting design, and create a shopping space in line with the needs of consumers through reasonable layout and choice.

4. The Influence of Personalized and Thematic Display Mode on Consumers' Purchase Behavior

In today's highly competitive clothing market, the personalized and thematic display mode has gradually
become an important means to attract consumers. These two display methods can create a unique shopping experience for consumers, meet their needs for personalization and differentiation, and thus influence their purchasing decisions.

First of all, personalized display aims to provide customized shopping experience according to the needs and preferences of different consumers. Through an in-depth understanding of the preferences, habits and psychological needs of the target group, the brand can create an exclusive display space for them. For example, according to consumers' style preferences, clothes are displayed according to different themes, such as "retro", "street trend" or "minimalist". This personalized display method can quickly attract the attention of consumers and stimulate their interest in buying.

Secondly, the thematic display method sets specific themes or situations, and combines clothes with specific cultures, styles or stories, to create an immersive shopping experience for consumers. For example, a display with the theme of "Spring Garden" can create a vibrant and vibrant natural scene by means of props, decorations and lighting. This thematic display method can stimulate the emotional resonance of consumers, making it easier for them to make purchase decisions.

In addition, personalized and thematic display methods can also enhance consumers' sense of participation and experience through interactive design. For example, facilities such as fitting rooms, matching areas or interactive touch screens to allow consumers to participate and experience. This interactive display method can enhance consumer satisfaction and loyalty, and further promote sales growth.

To sum up, the personalized and thematic display mode has a significant impact on consumers' purchase behavior. By creating a unique and attractive shopping experience for consumers, these two display methods can meet consumers' needs for personalized and differentiation and stimulate their desire to buy. Therefore, clothing brands should constantly innovate display methods, combine with market dynamics and consumer demand, and flexibly use personalized and thematic display strategies, so as to enhance brand competitiveness and market share. At the same time, the brand should also pay attention to the interaction and communication with consumers, timely collect and analyze consumer feedback, and constantly optimize the display design to meet the changing needs and expectations of consumers.

5. Brand Loyalty and Repurchase Rate: The Long-term Impact of Display Design

In the field of clothing retail, brand loyalty and repurchase rate are important indicators to measure the success of enterprises. Display design, as the key link of brand image and commodity display, has the influence of these two indicators cannot be ignored. An excellent display design can not only increase sales in the short term, but also consolidate and increase the brand image in the long term, cultivate consumer loyalty and improve the repurchase rate.

First of all, the display design creates a unique shopping environment to bring consumers a pleasant and satisfying shopping experience. When consumers enter the store for the first time, they will be attracted by the display, thus generating a good impression on the brand. Over time, this goodwill gradually turns into trust to create brand loyalty. Therefore, display design plays a vital role in the process of establishing the emotional connection between consumers and brands.

Secondly, the display design can highlight the uniqueness and value proposition of the brand. In the highly competitive market, brands need to have their own personality and characteristics to stand out. Through careful display design, the brand can show its own unique style and taste, attracting those consumers who fit with the brand values. These consumers are more likely to become loyal fans of the brand and continue to buy the brand in the future.

In addition, the display design can also keep the brand fresh and attractive through constant updates and changes. Consumer aesthetics and needs may change over time. If the brand can adjust the display design in time and keep up with the trend of The Times, it can continue to attract the attention of consumers. This constant attention and interest will encourage consumers to visit the store more frequently, thus increasing the repurchase rate.

Finally, the display design can also further enhance consumer loyalty and repurchase rate by providing high-quality after-sales service and experience. For example, setting up a special fitting area, providing collocation advice and professional after-sales consultation can make consumers feel the care and professionalism of the brand. This care and professionalism will deepen consumers' trust and dependence on the brand, making them more inclined to choose the products of the brand in the future.

To sum up, the impact of display design on brand loyalty and repurchase rate is long-term and far-reaching. An excellent display design can not only enhance the shopping experience of consumers, but also highlight the uniqueness and value proposition of the brand, maintain the freshness and attraction of the brand, and provide quality after-sales service and experience. Therefore, clothing brands should attach great importance to the role of display design in cultivating consumer loyalty and improving the repurchase rate, and consolidate and enhance their market position through continuous optimization and innovation of display design.

6. Conclusion

Clothing display design plays a vital role in consumer purchasing behavior. By influencing consumers' perception, emotion and decision-making process, display design can significantly promote consumers' purchase intention and behavior.

First of all, the display design directly acts on consumers' perception through visual means. An attractive display design can quickly capture the attention of consumers and guide them to focus on specific goods. This visual impact can stimulate consumers' interest, and then trigger their desire to buy.

Secondly, the display design can also affect the emotional experience of consumers. By creating a comfortable and pleasant shopping environment, the display design can trigger the positive emotions of consumers and make them feel relaxed and satisfied. This positive emotional experience can enhance consumers' sense of identity and trust in the brand, and further promote their purchase decisions.

In addition, the display design also influences the consumer's decision-making process by providing information and clues. Reasonable display layout and classification can make it easier for consumers to find the goods they need and improve shopping efficiency. At the same time, by displaying the characteristics, materials and
collocation of the goods, the display design can provide consumers with more reference information and help them make more sensible purchase decisions.

To sum up, clothing display design has a significant influence on consumers' purchasing behavior. By acting on consumers' perception, emotion and decision-making process, display design can effectively promote consumers' purchase intention and behavior. Therefore, clothing brands should attach great importance to the role of display design in sales, and constantly optimize and innovate display schemes, so as to attract and meet the needs of consumers and enhance the market competitiveness of the brand. At the same time, the brand should also pay attention to consumer feedback and demand changes, and constantly adjust and improve the display design, in order to achieve better sales effect and brand image.
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